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With its sumptuous color illustrations, detailed discussions of astrological techniques, and comprehensive chart-building tools, Parker's Astrology is an outstanding book for any serious student of astrology. The team of owners and wife of Julia and Derek Parker has repuched this edition
offering many new components, such as a newly discovered comet/asteroid Chiron and its eccentric orbit. (For example, when a yron is in a cell, a typical Arian can experience considerable restlessness.) It also includes new discussions about eclipses, relocation astrology, and Horary
astrology (which focuses on where and when a question is asked, rather than a birth chart). The first half offers rich colorful graphics and fascinating narratives on the sun's 12 signs, different chart-reading techniques, and how astrology affects sexuality, health, business and family. The
second half delves into the accelerated astrological work and is reduced to 3 visual colors. It features a large 150-page section of the planets at work and a 75-page section on astrological tables. The 1994 edition was flawed for being too difficult to build a chart M. It is hoped, astrologers
will find this revised edition more accessible and consistent. Gail Hudson as a prelude to astrology, this book is unparalleled. Julia and Derek Parker are a bestselling husband-and-wife team who have produced over 50 books, including The Complete Astrologer and the Full Dream Book.
Two of the most respected figures in astrology are also the authors of Dorling Kindersley's 12-volume millionth libraries, Sun &amp; Moon Signs and Love Signs, and, more recently, Parker's most successful astrology package and Parker's prediction package. The parkers broadcast and
lectured on astrology across Europe, Australia, Canada and the United States, and wrote astrological columns for several magazines. While this book is filled with almost garish, colorful illustrations that fascinate the eye, the information is not organized in the most user-friendly way to learn.
I much prefer the book Astrology to Yourself: A Workbook for Personal Change by Douglas Bloch and Demetere George. To compare the styles, the workbook presents more useful information directly through exercises that begin almost immediately, while Parker's book feels like it's simply
ploughed together with quirky pages of crucial information. I guess I just appreciate reaching for direct chart information and cut keywords to the heart of each sign as opposed to pages of illustrations, which, while generally helpful are just too much to absorb for me. I'm starting. Even though
I've been reading about astrology for years, I'm only now really learning how to interpret charts, etc. Latest reviews Top Reviews in 什么是话题 Top Reviews The latest reviews lead to recent reviews of Parker's latest reviews of Astrology – a new edition over a hundred new pages have
been added to the new edition of the most popular and highly valued Parkers Astrology, first published in 1991. The purpose of the book remains the same: to teach the reader to calculate, define, interpret, and promote an astrological chart. The sun sign pages and the pages on the planets
remain the same, like the teaching method (although it has been completely redesigned and is now easier to use). Those familiar with the original edition will recognize the generous pages on the astronomical background, zodiac and solar system, the slider and the medhoven, the houses,



the section on astrology in action with its many examples - taken from Julia Parker's case books - how astrology can be used to assess relationships, look at marriage or permanent relationships, business, family, career, leisure change and health... And the pamparis or tables of planetary
positions now stretch from 1921 to 2012 - there are over 60 pages of these tables, and you won't need any more books for your astrological work, unless your subject is born outside of those dates. But in the new edition many other topics are now being addressed at length, including: this
small 'planet' chiron is now increasingly being used by astrologers, around the world. We include notes on its orbit, its connection with other planets, and its impact on each of the 12 signs and the byte. Solar eclipses and new page bits explore the possible impact of eclipses and bitbit.
Regular stars We now have several pages on the fixed stars and their use, with comments on the interpretation of Algol, Sirius, Regulus and many others, along with notes of their location. Midpoints We explore at length the midpoint theory, used since the 13th century but fully evolved in
the 1930s, and deal with their calculation, exploration of their impact and interpretation - there are 23 pages of interpretations of birth charts and their impact on their progress and transitions. Harmonies Theory of Harmonies is one of the few modern astrological concepts that have become
respected. We explain this thoroughly, show how to calculate them, and give examples of the top four harmonies – the fourth, fifth, seventh and ninth. Horary Astrology Horrific Astrology – Setting a chart for the moment of asking a particular question – has been a lot restarted in recent
years, and here we give golden rules for its use in a dozen pages which also include examples of how it is used. Astrology Relocation How would you react if suddenly you had to move halfway around the world? In relocation astrology, the birth chart and progress chart are 'moved' to where
you are moving - or to Maybe you feel like you want to move; Even, where you want a vacation. We demonstrate the technique of Astro * Carto * Graphic8 and how it is used. Parker's Astrology is published by Dorling Kindersley at 19.95 Lischet in the UK and $40 in the US. It is also
available in Australia and New Zealand. Your bookseller needs to stock it up, but you can also buy it Amazon.com – click ikon on our homepage. Top Reviews Latest Top Reviews Want More? Advanced embedding details, examples and help! Help!
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